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 Cloud computing is the provision of computing and storage capacity to 

users as a service. Cloud storage is a type of networked online storage 

where data is stored in virtualized storage pools as a subservice of 

infrastructure as a service (IaaS) in cloud computing. Cloud computing 

plays a significant role in the efficient use of resources and in the 

utilization of service. Regardless of the cloud category (e.g., private, public, 

hybrid or inter-cloud), all service providers rely on domain server data. As 

a rapid development and deployment of cloud computing and cloud 

storage, users are increasingly concerned about security and privacy issues 

involved in these techniques. This paper provides a summary of basic 

security problems that consist of conventional security issues. It also 

addresses the additional challenges resulting from the cloud computing 

paradigm being used by cloud system providers and consumers. In 

addition, solutions suggested by some researchers are presented with a 

focus on cryptographic techniques which support secure storage of the 

cloud. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

While considered a productive or non-profitable 

enterprise, the concentrated use of capital increases 

the economic impact and creates tremendous losses. 

To address this shortcoming, each consumer is 

hunting for a new technology to solve their demand 

with minimal effort. The cloud computing provides 

an excellent platform over the network for resource 

seekers in this way. The cloud service providers are 

not considered by most groups to be the secure way of 

data processing within the public cloud. Yet, at the 

same time, private cloud is paying more attention to 

ensuring that the data remains in its cloud servers as 

well as keeping sensitive cloud data secure. The 

general framework for cloud storage consists of two 

http://www.ijsrst.com/
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main components, such as data and its applications. 

Both data and applications are handled with the help 

of cloud data proprietors and cloud service providers 

(L, Prateelk, & Singh, 2014). 

Cloud computing is an evolving technology but it has 

drawn significant attention from cloud users and 

cloud providers to its security and privacy risks. One 

of the main reasons for this is that cloud users must 

trust the security mechanisms and configuration of 

the cloud provider and cloud client themselves. 

Cryptographic technique is currently being treated in 

the industry and academia community as one of the 

primary techniques for solving security and privacy 

problems in the cloud computing environment. In 

recent years, many types of cryptography-based cloud 

computing solutions have been proposed in Ref., 

focusing primarily on secure storage , secure 

computing, and secure service usage (Sheik & Komati, 

2018).  

 

II. METHODS AND MATERIAL 

 

2.1 Cloud computing security 

A. Trust: Trust is described as the "act of trusting and 

relying on someone or something to behave as 

promised". In computing science, faith goes through 

many fields, such as computer network protection and 

access control, distributed device reliability, etc. The 

fact that data and software are outsourced in a cloud 

environment assigns their power to the cloud 

provider out of the strict owner control. 

Consequently, Trust is based on both the delivery 

model and the cloud provider (D & D, 2012) 

B. Cloud security issues: Most conventional security 

issues are effectively countered because of the 

innovative architecture of cloud computing. However, 

the unique characteristics of its infrastructure have 

brought in a range of distinctive security challenges. 

In general, security is related to the AIC triad, namely, 

Availability, Integrity, and Privacy. In particular in 

the case of cloud computing architecture, these three 

properties have become key aspects used in the design 

of secure systems. 

1) Confidentiality: This only applies to approved 

parties or systems with the ability to access protected 

data. Outsourcing data, delegating power to a cloud 

provider and making it accessible to various parties 

increases the risk of data breaches. A variety of 

questions arise concerning multi-tenancy problems, 

data remanence, security of application and privacy. 

Multi-tenancy refers to the resource sharing feature 

in the cloud. The cloud computing architecture 

consists of sharing different kinds of resources to 

allow multiple clients to concurrently use the same 

resource which poses a number of threats to privacy 

and confidentiality (Cloud Security Alliance, 2010). 

2) Integrity: It means that only approved parties may 

change assets in the manner permitted and refers to 

data, software and hardware. Data Integrity refers to 

protecting data against unauthorized deletion, 

modification or manufacture. Authorization is the 

system's mechanism to decide what level of access a 

single authenticated user should have to protected 

resources. Because of the growing number of parties 

involved in a cloud environment, authorization is 

important to ensure the integrity of the data. 

3) Availability: This refers to the property of a device 

that is available and usable by an authorized 

individual upon request. The availability of the 

system includes the ability of a system to carry on 

operations even if certain authorities misbehave [6].   

The device has to be able to operate even when there 

is a security threat to ensure availability. The user of a 

cloud environment, which is discharged from the 

requirements of hardware infrastructure, depends on 

the ubiquitous network available. 

2.2 Existing Security Frame Work 

For cloud data centres, the most challenging task is 

the management of residing data under the protection 

of the private and confidential sectors. Apply 

encryption on the storage sector and decryption on 

the authenticated receiving sector to ensure secure 

data in cloud storage by using a cryptographic method. 
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Figure 1 Existing Data Security Model 

In most cases, data compression is used to minimize 

the original size of the data or information, without 

reducing both its originality and the number of bits. 

2.3 Cloud security challenges 

Cloud computing is becoming so popular nowadays 

that it is in the limelight of the present era. Cloud 

computing, along with its enormous benefits, poses 

many security issues that need significant attention to 

be dealt with in order to improve this technology. 

These are the main concerns listed below (F, 2014); 

Outsourcing: Consumers may lose control when 

outsourcing the data. It takes some sort of appropriate 

mechanism to prevent the cloud service provider 

(CSPs) from using the data against their clients ' 

consent. 

Multi tenancy: Cloud is a shared resource pool. Data 

protection must be considered when providing the 

multi-tenant environment. 

Service Level Agreements: A specific Consumer- 

Provider contract is required. The main objective of 

the agreements is to build the confidence. 

Heterogeneity: Different cloud providers have 

different data protection mechanisms which present 

challenges for integration. vendors should try to keep 

a minimum of data redundancy. 

2.4. Factors Involved in Cloud Security 

Various key factors can affect the efficiency of cloud 

computing because it is surrounded by various 

technologies such as load balancing, network, 

competition control, virtualization, operating system, 

database, memory management, etc. (Qadiree & M, 

2016) Figure 2. 

Such technologies’ security factors affecting cloud 

computing are important, e.g. network that links the 

cloud computing to the outside world must be secured. 

The definition of virtualization must be done safely 

Server Downtime: Downtime is the time the machine 

stops reacting to the customer after a failure of some 

operation. The downtime should be kept to a 

minimum and power backups should be installed to 

minimize downtime. 

Backup: In case of any service failure, data uploaded 

by the customers should be backed up. Cloud Seller 

should mention, in SLAs, what the remedy or 

solutions to such problems should be in the event of 

any disaster. There are very small risks of system wide 

failure such as flooding etc. 

Data Redundancy: Data redundancy is a condition in 

which two different places carry the same data. In the 

case of cloud computing, it can be understood as 

providing the clients with copies of the same data, 

systems or equipment. Cloud while mapping with the 

physical systems. Load balancing involves the 

handling of incoming traffic requests that sometimes 

overload the server. Algorithms to data mining can be 

used to deal with malicious attacks. 

While cloud computing can be seen as a new 

phenomenon that is going to revolutionize how we 

use the Internet, there's a lot to be careful about. 

Many new technologies are emerging at a rapid rate, 

each with advances in technology and the potential to 

make life easier for humans. Several other security 

issues are present including virtualization security 

aspects. We assume that attaining end-to-end 

protection will be difficult due to the complexity of 

the cloud. The challenge we face, however, is to 

maintain more stable operations, even when some 

parts of the cloud fail. 

 

III.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

Table 1 Literature Reviews 

Author 

Year of 

publica

tion 

Title 

Algorit

hms/ 

Metho

ds 

Outcome 
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ABDAL

BA SIT 

MOHA

MM ED 

AND 

NURH

AYAT 

VARO

L 

 

 

2019 

 

 

A 

Review 

Paper On 

Cryptogr

aphy 

Hash 

Algorit

hms 

Here the concept of 

cryptography was 

discussed with its history 

and ever-changing need 

of algorithms and their 

need in digital security. 

some historical 

algorithms were also 

discussed here like Caesar 

cipher, simple 

substitution ciphers, 

transposition ciphers, 

stream ciphers and 

modern hash algorithms 

 

 

 

Dr. R.K 

Gupta 

 

 

 

 

2020 

 

 

A 

Review 

Paper On 

Concepts 

Of 

Cryptogr

aph y 

And 

Cryptogr

aph ic 

Hash 

Function 

DES.RS

A, 

MD5 

and 

SHA 

Here we observed 

different properties, 

characteristics of 

different hashing 

algorithms. we observed 

DES,RSA,MD family and 

SHA family. we also 

observed the basic 

concept of cryptography 

and different type of keys 

used for encryption. 

Shortcomings or 

limitations of different 

algorithms were also 

discussed here as DES is 

not viable for encrypting 

sensitive data while in 

RSA it is difficult to 

decide large p and q.Time 

complexityis high 

because it is a one by one 

process 

 

 

 

ARAD

HAN A 

SAHU 

AND 

SAMA

REN 

DRA 

MOHA

N 

GHOS

H 

 

 

 

 

2017 

 

 

 

A review 

paper on 

secure 

hash 

algorith

ms with 

its 

variants 

SHA-

O,SHA

-

1,SHA-

2,SHA-

3 

Different secure hash 

algorithms from the SHA 

family were compared on 

different parameters and 

how they differ from 

each other in respect of 

their construction and 

working was observed. 

SHA-O,SHA-1,SHA-

2,SHA-were compared 

here.SHA-256 and SHA-

512 novel hash 

algorithms were also 

discussed here. Working 

of hash algorithms differ 

from each other and they 

work on different 

principles 

 

 

 

PIYUS

H 

0GARG 

AND 

NAMIT

A 

TIWAR

I 

 

 

 

2012 

 

Performa

nce 

Analysis 

of SHA 

Algorith

ms (SHA 

- 

1 and 

SHA-

192): 

A 

Review 

SHA-

160 

and 

SHA- 

192 

Here after comparison 

between SHA-160 and 

SHA- 192 it was 

concluded that they are 

better in their respective 

field. SHA-192 is more 

secure when it was tested 

against the number of 

brute force attacks that 

were needed to break it 

and SHA-160 was proven 

to be fast when it was 

compared with other 

SHA algorithms 

PIYUS

H 

GUPTA 

AND 

SANDE

EP 

KUMA

R 

2014 

A 

Compara

tive 

Analysis 

of SHA 

and MD5 

Algorith

m 

 

After doing comparison 

here it was found that 

SHA provided more 

security than MD5 but 

MD5 was faster than 

SHA on 32 bit machines 

Garima 

and 

Naveen 

[8] 

(2014) 

"Triple 

Security 

of Data

 i

n Cloud 

Computi

ng. " 

 

DSA, 

AES 

AND 

Stegan

ograp 

hy. 

 

Proposed a system for 

securing the cloud        by 

using three algorithms: 

DSA (Digital Signature 

Algorithm), AES 

(Advanced Encryption 

Standard) and 

Steganography step by 

step. In order to encrypt 

the data, DSA is Applied 

for authentication 

purpose followed by AES 

for encryption and then 

finally concealing data    

within audio file 

using Steganography by 

for utmost security. time 

complexity is high 

because it is a one by one 

process. 

RS 

Bhale 

et.al 

(2016) 

 

“Achievi

ng Cloud 

Security 

using 

Third 

Party 

Auditor, 

MD5    

and 

MD5 

 

Overcome security 

tradeoff and improve the 

performance of data 

transmission and increase 

the security MD5 hashes 

are no     longer consider 

cryptograph by secure. 
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Identity- 

Based 

Encrypti

on 

” 

ElGama

n and 

Sarah  

and 

Depali 

(2016) 

“Secure 

Cloud 

Auditing 

over 

Encrypte

d Data” 

 

SHA- 

256 

 

Improve integrity 

verification strategy for 

outsourced data. It 

resolve security issue in 

implicit cloud by 

applying cryptography 

techniques. The security 

in implicit cloud is 

provided in three cases. 

RSA requires more time 

decryption process. 

 

Punam

 

V 

Maitri, 

Aruna 

Verm 

(2016) 

“Secure 

File 

storage in 

Cloud 

Computi

ng using 

Hybrid 

Cryptogr

aphy 

Algorith

m“ 

AES, 

RC6, 

 

Blowfis

h 

 

Provide block wise 

security to data. AES, 

DES, Blowfish provide 

low delay for data encode 

decode but provides low 

security 

.Swathi 

and 

Bhaludr

a 

(2017) 

Secure 

file 

storage in 

cloud 

computin

g using 

hybrid 

cryptogra

phy 

Algorith

m 

Blowfis

h and 

SRNN 

public 

key 

 

Information Security and 

protection issues existing 

all levels  in SPI benefit 

conveyance models. Srnn 

increases the time 

performance 

Rohini 

and Er 

Tejinde

r 

Sharma 

 

(201 8) 

Proposed 

hybrid 

RSA 

algorith

m for

 c

loud 

computin

g 

RSA 

AND  

HMAC 

 

Proposed a framework to 

alleviate security issues at 

the level authentication 

and storage level in 

cloudcomputing. 

Richa

 

S. 

and  

Richa 

D. 

(2017) 

Hybrid 

Algorith

m for  

Cloud 

Data 

Security 

MD5 

and 

AES 

 

Tackle four phases 

(Registration of Cloud 

User to Cloud Service 

Provider), Storing of Data

 in Cloud 

Storage, User 

Authentication on Data 

Retrieval Request and 

RETRIEVAL OF DATA 

AND INTEGRITY 

VERIFICATION. Uses 

only one cryptograph hic 

algorithm and hashing 

algorithm. And MD5 

hashes are no longer 

consider cryptography 

secure 

Yoshita 

et.al 
(2019) 

A 

Security 

Model 

for the 

enhance

me nt of 

Data 

Privacy 

in cloud 

Computi

ng 

AES 

AND 

RSA 

Provide multi-level 

encryption. Data linage 

and Remanence 

 

IV. RESEARCH GAP 

 

After review of the literature, it is found that to 

substantiate the augmented security in the cloud 

storage there is need to derive an ideal authentication 

scheme and it can be clearly visible that the use of 

hybrid cryptography is going on increasing day by 

day. Based on the review the following research gap 

are identified. 

 

Research Gap 1: User Authentication is being 

neglected by most of the researchers. Authentication 

is the process of determining whether someone or 

something is, in fact, who or what it declares itself to 

be. Authentication technology provides access control 

for systems by checking to see if a user's credentials 

match the credentials in a database of authorized 

users or in a data authentication server. 
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Authentication is important because it enables 

individual/organizations to keep their files secure by 

permitting only authenticated users (or processes) to 

access its protected resources. Without taking care of 

the user authentication the intruder using password 

guessing or other hacking method can easily have 

access to the un-encrypted data. Adding 

authentication factors to the authentication process 

typically improves security. Multi-dimensional 

encryption is not performed on nonstandard grayscale 

images and nonstandard color images. then it will be 

extended to the real-time different sector’s image 

application usage to maintain the image security and 

privacy on the cloud storage. 

 

Research Gap 2: Most of these researches suffer from 

practical implementation. The main focus on is the 

theoretical and partial implementation of the research. 

The full cloud and programming implementation is 

neglected. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

Cloud computing is growing as a new trend and many 

companies and organizations are moving to the cloud, 

but many of them are lagging behind due to some 

security issues. Cloud protection is an overarching 

principle that removes the drawbacks of major MNC, 

business and organization adoption of the cloud. A lot 

of encryption algorithms can be used in the cloud. 

Some of the symmetrical algorithms and some are 

asymmetrical algorithm. But for cloud computing, 

that takes care of data security, the security 

algorithms that allow the linear search on decrypted 

data are required. In this area of research, there is a 

large amount of change. In order to secure the web, 

cryptography can be used in many ways. Crypto 

graphing, for example, can be used for monitoring 

cloud access, maintaining cloud data trust, verifiable 

computing, approving cloud data and authentication. 

In addition, Cryptography and ID based Cryptography 

based in Lattice are two key sectors that provide the 

security of the cloud data in today's world. 
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